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The reading vocabulary of children is stimulated and developed through 
three processes: reading, speaking, and writing. In order to study and 
enlarge upon the vocabularies used in these processes, word frequency 
counts are continuously being made. Teachers and authors may then utilize 
and give practice to these words actually used in children's vocabularies. 
One assignment in reading which requires children to understand words 
is following directions. Reading workbooks used with basal readers contain 
words in their directions, to be given either orally by the teacher, or to 
be read silently by the child. Many studies have been concerned with the 
vocabularies in the workbooks, but none have listed those in the directions. 
Among the goals to be obtained in primary reading instruction, 
Hildreth mentions:1/ 
Reading to obtain accurate information and responding in ways 
that demonstrate the ability to make correct interpretations 
of printed directions and instructions. 
The purpose of this study, then, is to make a word frequency count 
of the directions, both those given orally by the teacher, and those read 
silently by the child, which are found in the workbooks accompanying the 
preprimers, primers, and first readers of b.,sal reading systems. 
yaertrude Hildreth, "Rea~ Programs in the Early Primary Period," Fort~;­
eighth Yearbook of the NatJ.onal Society for the Study of Education, Par IIt 
Chicago: Univers2ty of Chicago Press, 1949, P• 55. 
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CHAPI'ER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
J - --- ..... 
CHAPTER I 
A. READING WORKBOOK STUDIES 
Definition 
:I 
'' A definition of the ij y nature and use of the modern 'Yorkbook is given by 
'' Bond: :: 
., 
' 
A workbook is made up of a series of exercises, many of which are 
illustrated. It is designed to be completed co-temporaneously 
with reading in the basal readers. The workbook belongs to the 
child and he does the exercises in connection with the reading 
of each unit in the basal reader. One type of exercise intro-
duces words that are to be used in the basal reader in ::cean:.ng-
ful content so that the child will know the words and thus have 
his textbook-reading situation a more natural one. 
History 
Johnson, the first publisher to colllr.lercialize the idea of the workbook, 
':j gave these three basic ideas that helped h:im formulate the publicntion of 
H y 
n the first Ylorkbook: 
:: 
i\ ,. ,, 
' 
1. The overflowing paperwork that teachers had to provide as 
drill work. 
2. The three publications of sentence drills, practice books, 
and a tablet form of Practice Problems. 
3. The general concept that there could be found an economical 
way to do this drill work. 
,j He goes on to say that the name 11worlcbouk11 was not given to the books 
;! 
i! published in the late 1 20 1 s, but came later to be accepted to apply to all 
' ! ~ il seatwork books, practice boo'<s, drill books, activity books or books con-
'! 3/ 
·I taining consumable materials.-
:, 
:i 
!I YGuy Bond and Eva Wagner Bond, Teaching the Child to Reaci, New York: 
.J Macmillan Compe.ny, 1960, p. 32. 
'I 
': yw. P. Johnson, "Then Came the Workbook," Journe.l of Education, 131:64, 
! February 1948. 
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,, Jacks gave two rea.sons for its appearance: (1) an increa.se in en-
rollment and (2) an increase in the length of class periods •~ich req~ired 
-, 1/ 
'; supervision for study.-
1 
1f Whipple reported the relative position of the wcrkbook among types of 
:1 reading materials to be the following:Y 
:: 
book. 
During the last ten years, from January 1938-December 1947, 
at least 35 published articles or books have appeared tha.t 
discuss one or more types of reading materials that ought to 
be furnished for the teaching of reading. In the order of 
decreasing frequency of mention, these (15) types are: basic 
readers, supplementary readers, library books, pe:riodicals, 
workbooks, (etc.). 
Thompson gave her opinion of the modern sta.tus of the reading wor':-
2/ 
Today' s teacher !mows that the workbook v:hich the child uses with 
his basic textbook is planned by skilled educators who have the 
knowledge of how best to develop specific skills and abilities 
from level to level in a sequential and systematic pattern of 
growth. , , • This 11 doine; book" parallels the reaci.er, complements 
it, ano. adds a variety of extending and enriching experiences. 
Justification of the Workbook 
The true value of the workbook results from proper use. The criticiS.'llS 
of the workbook often result from their misuse. The following presentation 
discusses both its advantages and disadvantages. 
One of the earliest criticisms was given by Osburn in 1931. He stateci 
that "the workbook shows no recognition of individual differences."!V 
:!JR. W. Jacks, "Status of the Workbook in Classroom Instruction," Edllcation-
al Method, 18:106, December 1038. 
2/Gertruce ¥fuipple, Reading in the Elementary School, National Society for 
- the Study of Educatlon, Forty-elghth Yearbook, Chlcago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1949, p. 150. 
2/Martha Thompson, "Materials for Reading," Supplementary Educational Mono-
graph, No. 86, Chicago: University of Chicago Fress, December 1957. 
yw. J. Osburn, "Educational Medicine," Educational Research Bulletin, 




In the same year, Hurd stated that the workbook was "not a panacea to 
1: remedy all the :inadequacies of present :instruction, but that the understand-
!! 
'I :ings must come through specific :information, specific mental 1/ !i specific appreciations, rr-
techniques, and 
Mruc-.1ell stated the value of the norkbook to be (1) developing initia-:i II !j 
!j 
:j tive and independence, (2) represent:ing material :in a definite sequence pro-
vid:ing a reliable check on the amoent of material a class should have 
covered, and (3) reduces the labor of the teacher, 
y 
Pierce and Qu:inn saw that the value of the workbook was to make the 
pupil "reading conscious. 11 11 He soon learns that before he can use his 
3/ 
scissors or crayons, the pupil must read."- The authors added that the 
;I 
': read:ing of directions gives a purpose to reading for the child as well as 
furnishing him with a 
4/ 
variety of activities,-
Vreeland smmnarized the following :in regard to the value of the work-
book: "The workbook may be either an utterly valueless :instrument or an 
i indispensable tool, depending upon the nicety with which it 
'the instructional situation :in which it is used,11'2/ He says 





1) tends to foster an :intimate personal contact bet7reen 
pupil and teacher 
is adjusted to 
that the good 
i "'f..,/"A-.~w'"".-,.,H-u"'r""d-,-..m"'i'J'orkboo:<: as an Instructional Aid," School Review, 39:608, 
1 October 1931. 
ii 
:1 yc. R. Maxwell, "Workbooks, a Recent Development," American School Board 
:[ Journal, 88:16, March 1934. 
'i 2/P. R. Pierce and H. J. Quinn, 11A Study of Certain Types of Work Materials 
:in First Grade Readings," Elementary School Journal, 34:605, April 1934. 
!!/ ~·' p. 6o6 • 
. 5/'Nendell Vreeland, "Good Workbooks from the Teacher's Pojnt of View," 
·.-Nation's Schools, 18:35, July 1936, 





2) utilizes as many as possible of the available materials 
and opportunities for experience 
3) utilizes completely the findings of the scientific study 
of the learning process 
4) provides adequately for maximum growth 
In 1?37, however, Scott cited the lack of evidence determining the 
value of the workbook, :cndicating that, "if this teaching device is to be y 
correctly evaluated, more reseccrch on the problem is essential." 
From date. obtained on 354 pupils compn.sl.Ilg nine classes in four 
schools in Manhattan, Gates found the following:Y 
The data fo::' the entire group show that the large a'1lount 
of worktype or practice material proouced no reliably 
greater achievement during the first semester. 
Other results from this study showed, however, that groups using read-
ing material free of word-recognition difiiculties such as in workbooks 
did show advantageous scores. 
Stone attributed misuse of the wor:~book to the fact that "too often 
teachers pay no attention to the real function of worl"-type, practice 
materials in silent reading, disregard the author's suggestions as to pro-
3/ 
cedure, and use the material inefficiently."- . 
Jacks fmmd from a study in Indiana and in Pennsylvani&, the following-¥( 
In workbook materizls used and other supplementary procedures, 
half of the Grade 1 using these materials scored 8/10 of the 
way into the second grade. 
Betts reported that the chief purpose of workbooks j_ncludes the 
ijl. o. Scott, "ls the Workbook Really Worthwhile?" American School Board 
Jo-~rnal, 15:28, August 1937. 
3/A. I. Gii-tes, 11 Types of Materials, Vocabulary Burden, Word Analysis, and 
Other Factors in Beginning Reading," Elementary School Journal, 39:29, 
September-October 1938. 
1/Clarence Stone, "Major Types of Instructional Activities in Reading," 
Elementary School Jonrnal, 38:595, April 1938 • 
.!!/R. W. Jacks, "Status of the w·orkbook in Classroom Instruction," 
Educational Method, 18:105, April 1938. 
development of basic skills and abilities in silent reading required for 
1/ 
information type reading and continuous pupil aprraisal.-
Kerr stated that drill from worlcbooks was necessary to insure mastery 
2/ 
of the fundamental processes with speed and accuracy.-
To save the time of copying examples from the board, ,-,ith the 
resultant possibility of er:roor, and to prevent the choosing 
of a chance example vrhich contains an unforeseen difficulty, 
the use of the workbook is advisable. 
She advised further that tlleir use be planned carefully, selectecc 
_]J 
wisely, and their materials intelligently prepared and presented. 
Powers listed both advantages and disadvantages of the workbook. "A 
w good workbook 
i 
' 
1. can provide exercises in learning to note details, securing 
meaning from context, and selecting relevant materia.ls; ;i 
2. can give training in word analysis and in other reading 
skills; 
3. can teach chilcben to evaluate their m·m growth; and 
h. can key itself directly into daHy plans and extend the pro-
cesses currently worked on in class Periods with the teacher. 
51 
The misuse of vrorkbooks, on the other hand,-
1. can set up habits contrary to those the teacher is trying 
to establish 
2. encourages wild gu8ssing, poor eye movements, and a 
dislike of reading as a result of their sheer dullness 
and monotonous repetition. 
gl!!. A. Betts, nworkbook Situation," Educational Administration and 
Supervision, 27:564, November 1941. 
2/M. Kerr, "Teaching ·1-rith Workbooks," Elementary School Journal, 48:219, 
'-December 1947 • 
.2/Ibid.' p. 221. 
h/Leversia Powers, "A Critique of Types of Materials Cur;·ently Used in 
- Basic Reading Instruction," =S~u~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~ 
Vol. X, No. 65, University o' 








Livengood cites the progress of the workbook to develop from "busy 
work to keep groups not reciting from disturbing the peace, to a niche 
that offers endless variety and opportunity in that it :is individual."!/ 
An editorial in Grade Teacher advised the use of the workbook to 
demand that exercises be checked by the teacher as soon as possible after 
th . . d y e exerclse lS one, 
3/ 
Gray gave the following advantages of the workbook:-
l) It saves students• time in oral listening and the teacher's 
in preparation, 
2) Instead of endless copying, the student writes only the 
words or numbers that are the result of considered choice. 
(.5} It provides individual and adequate drill. 
4 It transforms textbook situations into a functional experience, 
It provides self-instruction. 
6) It provides proportional emphasis, 
41 
Melton gave the following criteria of a good ••;orkbook,-
A good workbook either makes the acquisition of skills and knowl-
edge easier or provides opportunities for the creative identi-
fication and solution of problems. A good Y.orkbook will be based 
on scientific findings of child growth and development and the 
principles of learning, It should contain varied materials and 
experiences suited to pupils with different abilities and interests; 
it should provide for pupil growth and should stimulate pupils to 
assume responsibility for their work. 
1/"Recent Trends in Classroom Techniques in Reading as Relfiected in 
-Manuals for Readers and Helps Accompanying Textbool,s, 11 Supplementary 
Educational Monographs, Vol. XI, No. 69, October 1949, p.~5. 
'YDYfight Hamilton, "Basic Reading Materials and Their Use," Grade 
Teacher, 69:28, February 1952. --
2/A. Gray, "Lift the Workbook Cover," Phi Delta Ka.ppan, 33:286, January 19)2, 
4/Joseph Melton, "Workbooks Can Be Functional," Grade Teacher, 72:60, 
- April 1955. 
6 
Madden defined the role of the workbook as having value other than busy 
work since scientific exercises will 
1/ 
skills •11 - He stressed the teacher's 
"pin dovm certain relateo knowledge y 
role of proper selection as well. 
The teacher's primary taslc is to provide exercises that contin-
uously evolve understandings at each pupil's level of development. 
and 
]/ 
Dresden listed the following to be reasons for criticism of workbooks. ' 
1) lack of pre-examination by the teacher 
2) using workbook assignments as busywork 
3) using workbook assignments for disciplinary purposes 
h) inadequate teacher preparation of assign~ents 
5
6
) careless distribution of the books 
) using workbook assignments as art lessons 
7) overuse of workbooks which results in reduction of 
valuable free cime, and 
8) inadequate study by the teacher of the pupil's completed 
assignments. 
Ll 
Thompson gave the following modern uses of the v;orkbook.-
1) as a diagnostic tool 
2) for learning and not as a grading device 
3) to indicate to che parents where the child's strengths and 
wea.lmesses are. 
Herrick gave the benefits ~ the modern basal reader workbook as 
performing one or a cc,mbination of three functions. 2/ 
1) serves as a means for introducing activities, vocabulary, 
or reviewing background material in order to insure success-
ful reading of the regular book 
2) provides additional practice materials for the development 
of the skills, vocabulary, and understandings grow"-ng out of 
a reading lesson; and 
3) provides the major means for paying direct and specific 
attention to continuous skill development. 
yn. Mactden1 11 Workbooksl Tool or Crutch?" National Education Association Journal, 45:94, February 1956. 
Yibid. 
I, 
]/Dorothy Dresden, nuse anC: Misuse of Workbooks and Teacher's Guides," 
Supplementary Educational Monographs, Vol. XIX, No. 86, December 1957,p.77. 
_!:/M. Thompson, "The Purposes of Workbooks and Teacher's Guides," op. cit. 
2/Virgil E. Herrick, "Basal Instructional Materials in Reading," Sixtieth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I, 
Ch:t.cago: Un:t.vers:t.ty Of chicago Pi'ess, 1961, p. 1'/8. 
:: 
7 
The following are relevant comments on the workbook from Lextbooks 
of three modern writers. 
Yoakam:1/The workbook makes additional exneriences in 
directed reading available and thus tends to 
increase reading skill. 
Tinker: 3/ Misuse of workbooks can easily degenerate 
into mere busy vrork. Close supervision is 
required, therefore, to assure proper pro-




One significant thing that is frequently 
overlooked when considering the value of 
workbooks is that the child likes to work 
in them. By doing the test exercises in 
the workbook the child can appraise his 
own progress to some extent. 
Current Research on the Reading Workbook 
Berg analyzed reading workbooks for 
41 
grades one, two, and three. 
of the conclusions are the following:-
1. Most publishers tend to include a diverse schedule 
of skill practice so that concentration on cert;"in phases 
of the work is difficult. 
2. Listing of skills by the publishers tends to be 
diversified. 
yaeraid A. Yoakam, Basal Reading Instruction, New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1955, p. 205. 
2/Miles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading, New York: Appleton-
- Century-Crofts, Inc., 1952, p. 121. 
2(G. Bond, op. cit., p. 34. 
Two 
4/Natalie Berg, "An Analysis of Reading Workbooks for Grades One, Two, and 
-Three," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1958. 
8 
" 
White analyzed reading workbooks for grades 4, 5, &nd 6 in relation to 
the content of the workbooks v:hich accompany the Scott, Foresman basal 
reading series for these grades. She concluded that, of the ten skills 
which were consj_dered most :important because they received the greutest 
number of practice, the following five received highest frequency:!/ 
1) Summarizing and organizing ideas for the purposes of 
remembering 
2) Interpreting the main idea 
3) Using pictures, d:i.Egrams, maps, and dates as meaning 
units 
4) Using context clues to determine specific word 
meanings 
5) Making judgments and drawing conclusions. 
An analysis of reading-readiness workbooks by Rice found the area of 
motor coordination to receive the greatest amount of practice. The item 
2/ 
which occurred least was us:i_ng humor.-
3/ 




The outstanding item is matching sentences 
Most frequent item is following directions 
Completing sentences received the greatest 
practice. 
Mills found second grade workbooks to give greatest practice to 
sentence completion, vrlth matching pictures and sentences also of high y 
frequency. 
yv1rguna W!ute, "An Analysis of Reading Workbooks for Grades 4, 5, and 6, 11 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1957. 
2/0live c. Rice, "An Analysis of Reading Readiness Workbooks," Unpublished 
-Master•sThesis, Boston University, 1958. 
yc. T. Salmon, "An Analysis of First Grade Reading Workbooks," Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1948 • 
.!/Grace Mills, "An Analysis of Second Grade Reading Workbooks, 11 






Harkins-found sentence completion to have highest practice in the 
third grade. Matching words and sentences and ansvfering questions also 
had high practice. 
1/Margaret Harkms, 11An Analysis of Third Grade Reading Worl,books, 11 
-Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University. 
10 
::" 
B. READING VOCABULARY STUDIES 
Introduction 
Beginning with the work of Thorndikey and Horny in the early 20•s, 
there has been a growing body of research regarding vocabulary usage. 
Studies have been made of both children's and adult's vocabularies as they 
are found in the general areas of reading, speaking, and writing. 
In the area of children's reading vocabularies, with vmich this study 
is primarily concerned, knowledge has been sought regarding the words used 
in written material intended for children: their frequency, difficulty, 
11 
and range at various grade levels. Rinsland says: 
Any accurate and exact knowledge concerning these symbols 
(words) -- what they are in each grade and how children use 
them from grade to grade -- shoulc lead to a better method 
of preparing all verbal materials so that learning can go on 
with the greatest ease and benefit to the whole personality 
of the growing child. 
Bucl<ingham and Dolch state:.!!/ 
One of the major problems of the school is that of adapting 
materials to the learner. A large part of this problem is 
the choosing for school books of a vocabulary which is within 
the word knowledge of the children who study those books. 
The purpose of this section is to review previous research 1'lhich has 
dealt with the reading vocabularies of children • 
.fiE. L. ThorndJ.ke, The Teacher's Word Book, New York: Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1921. ----
2/Ernest Horn, "A Basic Writing Vocabulary -- 10,000 Words Most Commonly 
- Used in Writing," University of Iowa Monographs in Education, First Series 
No. 4, Iowa City: UnJ.versJ.ty of Iowa, 1926. 
1(Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children, 
New York: Macmillan Company, 1945, p. I. 
L/B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined Word List, Boston: 





Reading Vocabulary Studies 
Thorndike- compiled The Teacher's Word Book in 1921. This list con-
tains 10,000 words derived from forty-one sources, among them: children's 
literature, elementary textbooks, English classics, newspapers, correspond-27 
ence, and the Bible. It was revised in 1931 to include 20,000 words,- and 
in 1944 to include 30,000 words.]/ The words are listed according to fre-
quency, range, and grade difficulty. A supplementary list of the 500 most 
frequently used words, plus the second 500 most frequently used Y'ords, is 
given. Along with being an important tool for use by the teacher in 
analyzing written material for difficulty, it has served as a source, and a 
basis of comparison, for many other studies. 
w 
In 1926 Gates- introduced a list of 15,000 words selected for suita-
bility of use in reading material for gra<ies one, two, and three. His 
sources were Thorndike's2/original list, an<i wor<is found in children's 
literature and primary readers. The list was revised in 192-rJI and again 
7/ 
in 1935.-
Sell<e and Selke§/ investigated the frequency and range of words found 
.!7E. L. Thorndike, op. cit. 
yE. L. Thorndike, The Teacher• s Word Book, rev. ed., New York: Teachers 
College, Columbia On~vers~ty, 1931. 
3/E. L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher's Word Book of 30,000 Words, 
- New York: Teachers College, Columb~a On~vers~ty, 1944. 
~Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Gra<ies, New York: 
Teachers College, Columb~a On~vers~ty, 1926. 
ZfThorndike, 1921, op. cit. 
§(Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades, rev. ed., 
New York: Teachers College, 19~8. 
7/Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades, rev. ed., 
-New York: Teachers college, columbia Un~vers~ty, 1935. 
§/E. Selke and G. A. Selke, "Vocabulary of Beginning Books in Tvielve n Reading Methods," The Elementary School Journal, 22: 745-9, June 1922. 
12 
reference to the number of different words introduced. Only 38 words, of a 
total 1,638, were found in all booi<s while 738 were found in one book. 
/j In a similar study in 1930, Selke wished to note the influence of 
! vocabulary lists upon beginning books and found:!/ "a very noticeable trend 
' ! 
I 
to introduce fewer words in beginning books than formerly." There was a 
decrease of 26 per cent in total number of different v:ords from 1922.?} The 
i range of words, that is, the number of 
:J 
sources in which any given ;,ord 
3/ 
:1 il appears, approxjJnated that of the 1922 study.- Of 1,207 different w-ords, 




Wheeler and Howell- felt that the Gates list- was deficient in primary 
!I reading sources. They found that the first 100 words in the Gates list 
\I !I and the first 100 words in their list, derived from an analysis of ten 
11 prL~ers and ten first readers published since 1922, had 68 words in common. 
It In some cases they felt that other considerations than frequency entered 
I !I into the ranking of words on the Gates list. For example, the co"nnon word 
II 
;' "and" is ranked 174th on the Gates list, while it appears near the top of 





i! 1/E. Selke, "A comparative Study of the Vocabule.ries of T·~relve Beginning 
I - Books in Reading," Journal of Educational Research, 22:370, December 1930. 
! 
I, ?)Selke and Selke, 1922, op. cit. 
i\1/Selke and Selke, 1922, op. cit., p. 747. 
I 
ij.!J/H. E. Wheeler and Emma A. Howell, "A First Grade Vocabulary Study," The 
:! Elementary School Journal, 31:52-4, September 19 30. 
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" il Using other vocabulary lists as his sources, Stone developed a list 
II of 150 most common words graded according to eight levels of reading diffi-
!1 
/1 culty. He felt these words would be of use to the teacher in determining 
tl 
! the grade placement of reading material. y 
In 1935 Stone introduced a second grade reading vocabulary of 1,276 
I 
11 words derived from first, second, and third readers. 
li In comparing the vocabulary of 87 poems recommended for first grade use 
i: ~ li with other primary vocabulary sources, Statts- found that about one-half 
i! ii the words found in her sources appeared in the poems only once, and 70 per 
!! 
~~ cent not more than twice. 
I: Dolch!±/ compiled a list of 220 words resulting from a comparison of 
l! 5/ il words 'dth a high frec;uency found in the IKif"' list, the first 500 words of 
:! §/ 7/ 
i/ the Gates list, and Wheeler and Howell' s- study of 10 preprimers and 10 
11 primers. He used no nouns because he felt they did not have universal 
li application. Instead, he concentrated on "tool" words which are used in all 
I, 





"TY_,.,C.,..L""ar=e::::n-;;c-;;e"S"'t""on=e-,-.,The Most Important One-Hundred-Fifty Words for Beginning 
1 Reading," The Ele;11entary School Journal, 38:192-5, Septe;nber 1930. ,, 
I 
'[' 2/Clarence Stone, "The Second Grade Reading Vocabulary," The Elementary 
1- School Journal, 35:360-7, January 1935. 
i! 
I! 2/Paulin<; Statts, "A Vocabulary Study of First Grade Poetry," Childhood 
,: Educat~on, 9:127-8, December 1932 • 
.'i 
!1 
:1 4/E. w. Dolch, "A Basic Sight Vocabulary," The Elementary School Journal, 
i!- 36:456-60, February 1936. 
!I ii 5/Child Study Committee of the International Kindergarten Union, A Study 
;
1
- of the Vocabulary of Children before Entering the First Graoe, 
i• Wash~ngton, D. C., 1929. 
'i d 6/Gates, 1935, op. cit. 
"-I 
•
1 ?/Wheeler and Howell, 1930, op. cit. 
r I. 
11 !• il 
15 
-,.,.,=,~~'·"''''!:!'~~~···~· ··-· . ·--· ··- ·=i"==cccc·~ · 
, The purpcse of a study by Buckingham and Dolch was to find out what 
I
ll words children know in each grade as they progress from grade two through 
grade eight. Using a free association method plus other word studies as 
I their sources, they found 9, 520 words, noting in which grades each appeared 
and upon which of several well-known lists each could be found. 
Durrell and Sullivan~ compiled a list of words most frequently en-
countered in each of the intermediate grades in basal readers and social 
" 3/ 
studies books, eli1ninating those which appear on the Gates- list. They 
found 691 words in the fourth grade, 525 words in the fifth gra.de, and 849 
1 









Economy in learning, then, demands that lists of 7cords be 
drawn up which are cwst frequently encountered by children 
in reading in each of the intermediate grades. 
In analyzing 33 rr imers published between 1923 and 1935, Hoci<ett and 5/ , 
Neeley- found a trend toward a smaller vocabulary load and greater fre-
quency of repetition. 
1937ij and l 0 38.J./ 
This was born out in further studies conducted in 
I 1/ B. Jt. BUchngnam and E. >1. Dolch, 1936, op. cit., pp. 3-20. ,_ 
" . 
:1 ~Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, "Vocabulary Instruction in the 
1 Intermediate Grades," The Elementary English Revievr, 15:1!0.-7, April 1938., 
!I }/Gates, 1935, op. cit. 
II !J/Durrell o.n<i Sullivan, 1936, op. cit., p. 143. 
!' 2/J. A. Hockett and D. P. Neeley, "A Comparison of 33 Primers," The i Elementary School Journal, 37:1.'0-2, November 1936. 
1 
ijJ_. A. Hockett and D. P. Neeley, "The Vocabularies of 28 First Readers," il Tne Elementary School Journal, 37:344-352, January 1937. 
il 7/J. A. Hockett, "The Vocabularies of Recent Primers and. First Readers," 






~ I A comparison of 29 second readers wi.th .the first 500 words on the 
ll l/ !• Gates list (1'·'35) by HocketC showed a range of from 23 to 5h per cent in 
:; 
corrnnon. 
Rudisill5/ analyzed 26 pre primers and 17 prir.1ers to determine: (1) 
primers for which the most adequate preparatory materials are available, 
(2) the preprimers which can best be used with each of the primers analyzed, 
(3) the best sequence for the reading of preprimers by chil<::ren of different 
ability, and (4) the best sequence for the reEding of pri1ners by children 
ij II of different ability. She found the total number of words varied grec.tly, 
" :1 il as did the range of the percentage of vocabulc.ry found in the compc.l·ison 




.11 In order to establish a list of coiniwnly used words, Betts analyzed 
li II the primers, preprimers, and first readers of 13 basal reading systems 
tl published between 1932 and 1939. His findings indicated: (1) an insuf-
il ficiency of vocabulary studies, (2) data on both frecuency and spread are 
I il necessary to the establishment of a core vocabulary, and (3) basal readers 
., 
JJ at any one level vary widely in number of different y;ords used, and in 
[
1 n1Jmber of running vvords. 
i In 1939 the National Conference on Research in English~ published a 
! 
' 
1: digest of current research in vocabulary problems. 
il 
'I 
This bulletin presented: 
111/J. A. Hockett, "A Compar<ctive Analysis of 29 Second Readers," Journal of 
ti -Educational Resee.rch, 31:666-9, May 1938. 
112/Mabel Rudisill, "Selection of Preprimers anci Primers -- A Vocabulary 
~~-Analysis I," The Elementary School Journal, 38:683-4, May 1938. 
I' 2/Errh'llett Betts, 11A Study of the Vocabulary of First Grade Basal Readers," 
; Ti1e Elementary English Review, 16:65-9, Febraary 1939. 
/i 4/J. Conrad Seegers, Chairman, "Vocabulary Problems in the Elementary Schools, 
:i- National Conference on Research in English, Seventh Annual Research 






' j t ~jor findings ~ research d:~ling =~h el~:~:~:~ ::;,::1-"~ocabul~~i~:~--




II When Stone introduced a graded vocabulary list of 2,164 words in 
d 
i/1"4.2, he made a critical comment with reference to the trend toward a more 




This study emphasizes the inadequacy of recently publ:L.shed 
expanded series with an undue restriction of vocabulary --
we have the problem of providing adequate vocabulary expan-
., sian vrith the problem of JXOviding sufficient easy material 
ii at each level. 
2
/ 
il The purpose of a study by R:inslana was to build a graded vocabulary 
II based upon the original writings of children in grades one through eight. 
,, 
F 
il He used as his source 200,000 samples of all kinds of chileren1 s writings q 
'I 
:1 obtained from schools throughout the country. He fo'md 25,632 worcis. The 
i, 14, 571 words which occurred at least three ti1nes in any grade were included 
ll in the final list. 
ji In 1946 Sister Mary Dorothy and Sister Rita1/ analyzed recently published 
1 prepr~~ers. In general, they found a trend toward a lower number of differ-
' il ent words and a more simple vocabulary. Some preprimers, however, still did 
jj not demonstrate this trend. They established a core vocabulary of 100 words 
i! ii from 244 different words, 98 per cent of which were in the first 500 worcis 
., 
1
1 of the Rinsland list, and 68 per cent in the first 100 • 
. I 
il 
fi"Y-noc..,.l-::a-:::r==e-=n"'c-=e.,R-.-..g"'t"'on=e, "A Vocabulary Study Based on 107 Primary Grade Books," 
11 The Elementary School Journal, 42:452-5, February 1942. 
~ l 
ji 2/Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Voc2.bulary of Element2ry Eehool Children, 
1- New York: Macmillan Company, I945. 
j: 
11 1/Sister Mary Dorothy and Sister Rita, "A Vocabulary Analysis of Recently 
11' Published Pre-Pr:ilners," Journal of Educational Research, 40:116-125, 
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!! Dolch wrote, "The Use of Vocabule.ry Lists in Predj_cting and in 
'i Developing Reading Materials" in 1949. ,, 
:! 
In it, he offers helpful suggestions 
'i for teachers using word lists to determine the diHiculty of materials. 
I! !/ !i Among these are: 
I, li 1. Vocabulc,:ry difficulty is a basic element in reading difficulty. 
,
1
·i 2. Vocabulary is only one part of reading difficulty. 
1 3. Consider the problem of multiple meanings. 
'I. 4. Meaning vocabulary and sight vocabulary are very different 
! things. 
•, 5. Choose size of list to fit needs. 
i 6. Study woras which are "not on list11 • 
'I 7. Consider source of list. 
:J 
jj Volbrecht3{ound in analyzing the second grade readers of 13 series to 
i[ determine the varying degrees of difficulty of the material, that there is 
I! a ocide range among readers in the difficulty of vocabulary factors. With 
;~ regard to new vocabulary presented in each series, he 
i' 
found a range of from 
:i 236 to 598 total new words. From 22 to 130 words are found in one series 
ii 1 i[ on __ y. 
I 3/ i Garber- analyzed three basal systems to determine v:hich words are 
'I 
'i common to 
'i 
I 
;: system to 






The purpose of a study by Gellerson was to "build a vocabulary for 
' 
18 
: supplementary reading in a second grade which is using Ginn and Gates readers }1 
'i 
·I He found 268 words in the vocabul<xies of the 15 storybooks used as sources, 
:r ii which were not in the vocabularies of the basal reaciers. 
,I 
II 
:1 1/E. 'd. DolCh, "The Use of Vocabulary Lists in Predicting ano J.n Developing 
li- Reading Materials," Elementary English, 26:142-146, March 1949. 
!J ?/ . d 
,: _s, D. E. Volbrecht, "Vocabulary Analys~s of 13 Second Gra e Readers, 11 
i Elementary English, 31:206-7, April 1954. 
' 
'13/F. C. Garber, A Comparison of the Grade One Vocabularies of Three Basal 
: - Reading Systems -- the CurricUlum lrounda't'T6n ·s-eiies~ the ·Reading :F0una:a:... 
t~on Ser~es, the G~ Bas~c Readers, Unpub!J.shed Master's l'hes~s, Boston 
Un~vers~ty, 1952. 
D. Gellerson, Readability of Supplementary Materials for Second Gracie 
q 
:.! 
==o--~==--+~~ ==c~~C~-~o·.c~o"'c."c".· co·c=:.c-·ccoc""'·"='"-'"'==c"==c- ·---
,.., !, y -
!I Reeve found 115 words in seven pr:imary reading series which could be 
;I used for group activities related to pr:imary reading instruction. He 
il noted that the use of several prepr:imers involves a vocabulary load equiva-
!1 




Using as their y source fourth, fifth, and sixth grade textbooks, Green 
II 
et al developed a frequency list of words 
il in fifth and sixth gra.de school work. 
3/ I 
" a 
Lurie et al- augmented the 1935 Gates 
commonly encountered by children 
list. Using primary graoe text-
:1 books published since 1953, they found 3,265 words not in the list. They 
,, concluded from the number of new words that: (1) there has been a trend 
I' toward the use of a wider rEJJge of vocabula_ry in pr:ilnary gra_de textbooks, I 
I II (2) current e."<periences and spoken vocabulary c<n beco:ne p&rt of the read-
,, 






:I The research has shovm differences in vocabulary lo2.d of pritnary 
:! books. The first part of this chapter has shown the value of workbooks. 
'I 
11 The next chapter attempts to add further knowledge concerning the vocabulary 
I, 
:I i! used in worl(book directions. 
I 
'I !i "'an=ar-:::a--,.,C"'o""r"'e Vocabulary from Same, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
!J Umverslty, DS6, p. I. 
[ 1/A. R. Reeve, 11 The Vocabulary of Seven Pr:imary Reading Series," Elementary 
i -English, 35:237-39, April 1958. ;, 
il 2/G. I. Green, et al., A Vocabulary List Bssed on Word Frequency in Fifth 
! - and Sixth GraUe"'l"""extbooks, Unp·cbllshed Master's 1'hesls, Boston Unlverslty. 
I 
'i 3/Lurie, et al., A Pr:imary Word List-- A Revision of the 1935 Ge-tes 





PLAN OF STUDY 
PLAN OF STUDY 
In vrder to complete this study it was necessary to: 1. Select w~rk-
bc-oks, 2. Establish procedures to be used in compiling the vocabulary, and 
3. Compile vocabulary list. 
!V.a terials 
The latest editions d: first grade workbooks for twelve reading 
systems were included. These are listed in alphabetical order by publisher •. • 
1. Allyn and Bacon: Activity Book for 
Preprimers At Home, Here anc Near, Here and Away 
At Home ana:Away --
Primer 'Wr-scnoor --
First Reader Our Town 
-----
Sheldon Basic Reaciing Series by William D, Sheldon, 
Queenie B. Mills, and Merle B. Karnes. 
Boston, 1957, 80 pages. 




On Our Way, Time to Play, 
m J.n a1lay-- - --
UPtlle ~treet and Down 
Aroiiii:U Green HJ.lls \% pages) 
The Betts Basic Reaaers by Emmett A. Betts and Carolyn M. Welch. 
New York, 1958, 80 pages. 




Don and Peggy, Come and See, 
DaysOT Fun 
Our Happy Ways 
Reading for Living Series by William H. Burton, Clara Belle Ba!<er, 
and Grace K. Ke:np. 
Indianapolis, 1950, 80 pages. 




My Do e.n6. Learn Book for 
My Little Red Story Book, My Litole Green 
'S'E"ory Book;-tl'y LittleBTue-story Boo~ 
~i~ Wflite House-- --- ---
On Cherry Street ---
The Ginn Basic Readers by David H. Russell and Odelle Uusley 
Boston, 1957, 96 pages 
5. D. C. Heath: Practice Book for 
Preprimers Ned and Nancy, Bigger and Bigger, Little Lost Dog 
MOily;-?ete and Glnger---
Primers A'HOiiie rorsanay 
First Reader 5ometli~DilTerent 
Reading for Interest Series by Paul Witty and Kate Kelly. 
Boston, l9L7, 93 pages. 




Tip, Ti~ and Mitten, The Big Show 
Jack an Jane 
Up ana Away 
Reading for Heaning Series by Paul McKee, i.I, Lucile Harrison, 
Annie McCovren, Elizabeth Lehr. 
Boston, 1957, 80 pages. 




We Learn to Read, Up the Reading Road 
On "tii."e'Way tO"S'to:r.yiaru:l 
tlaking S'E'Orynook F'nenas 
Laidlaw Basic Readers by Gerald Yoakum, Kat,hleen Hester, and 
Louise Abney. 1955 





Marie C. Cuddy. 
Chicago, 1955, 80 
Reading Series by Guy L. Bond, Grace A. Dorsey, 
pages. 




Skip Along, Under the Sky, Open the Door 
ilaY"In ana Day Out-(m pages)- --
RounaAbout--r:t"2lr pages) 
( 80 pages) ·• 
Ti'e Alice and Jerry B&sic Read.mg Fro gram by Mabel U 11Jonnell. 
Elmsford, N.Y. , 19 57. 




We Look and See, We Work anci Play, 
we c~me anti Uo - --
'FwilVIDi"lJ:i:cK and Jane 
TIUr N evr Frrellds--- --
The New Basic RuJ.ding Program, curriculum Foundation Series by 
William S. Gray, Marion Monroe, and A. Sterl Artley. 
Fair Lawn, N.J., 1956, 77 pages. 




Come Here, Stop and Look, Go ~ 
Come WIUi M-e- - -- -
Away We Go-(96 v"-ces) 
Winston Basic Reader Series, Winston Conmunication Progrmn by 
Russell G. Stauffer, Alvina Treut B~ccrrows, ~:ary Elizabeth Coleman. 
Philacielpnia, 1960, So pages. 




Up and Down, Bing ( 64 pages) 
Eett.y ann Boboy:--(6.3 pages) 
The Big SurpriSe (64 pages) 
By Donald D. Durrell and Helen Bla~ir SulEvc.n, vdth the 
cool'eration of Doris Spencer.; 19 50. 
Procedure 
The procedures used deal with four areas: (1) those wcrds which 
co:r1prise the oral dtrections given by the teacher to the children in order 
that they may carry out the assicnment on a given page in a wor:,book 
henceforth referred to as 11 teacher 1 s directions," (2) those words corn)r is-
ing the directions read silently and independently by the children in order 
to carry out assignments in a workbook -- henceforth referred to as 
"children's directions," (3) method of tabulation, and (L>) crit~ria for 
listing words. 
1. Teacher's Directions. In twelve workbco:cs, the authors gave 
, dj_rections ti1at the teacher could use verbatim; that is, no words needed 
to be changed in reading the directions to the chud~ <en. For these work-
,:books, then, each Yrord was tallied directly as it ap::eared from the book. 
=================···· 
The majority of publishers, however, worcied their teacher• s directions 
in the form of "suggestions". The indirect scatement of these instructions 
required a special procedural rule, which was followed throughout. Words 
comprising the indirect statement, such as: "Direct the children to • • • 
or: "The teacher should tell the pupils to • 11 , were omitted entirely 
23 
" . ' 
from the count. EVerY other word that the author included in his directions 
was counted. In many in~tances, the difl'iculty of some of the words is 
obviously to,c high. These words, undoubtedly, were intended to be reworcied 
by the teacher accor<iing to her 1:ur}>OSes. Yet, for the purpose of retain-
ing objectivity, all the words were tallied just as they aprear. 
Words used by the teacher in vocabularY tests were not Jnclucied in 
the count. 
Where the ciirections on a given page were stc tee to be s:unilar to 
those on a previous pao;e, the ciirections en the previous page '!·•ere recountec .• 
When it •gas insGructed that the teacher repeat directiuns, such as: 
"Have the chiloren "raw a line uncier all the vcords beg'_nning with 11 s 11 , or: 
"Do the same for "t", the ciirecticns were recounted .• 
Sa2ples of the teacher's directions ibund in workbocks are gj.ven to 
illustrate the methoci used for selecting worcis to be included in the list. 
The directions are quoted exactly as they appear on a given par,e, and the 
words selected fer the list are c:ndc:rlj.ned. 
l. From the John c. Winston Company: Studybock for primer 
Come With Me, IJ3.ge 5: 
HOW: Read the word and looic at the pictures in 
the fii'St'"""rCiW:" Flnd oneorrriore]5Ictures whose 
nameSlS'Ei'g:ii!Vdtht;fie samesouncr-o'S tue WO~ 
Draw a hne under --eB:c:noT T:lieS'e ))Ic'tilr'e-s:--Do 












2, From Lyons and Carnal1an: Fun to do Bv;;!: ioY' the first 
reader Happy Times, page 14. 
PROCEDUliE: Have each grou.l? of words above the 
line pronounced by--uiec:m:Idren, After tney 
nave re~d Ohvse with initial sound-.rp>; they may 
mentionotl:ieir"Worosthat begin w1.th the same --
sound; do -,;he same:fOrii'r" words;-(The above 
d:crections would be recounted.) Tell them they 
are to think of the right word for each sentence. 
below the hneallilfJ.nd thep!c"tiire--uiat shows 
that word.-ret"'"'tl'iem work maependen"t:J:Y:' 
2, Children' s Directions, The procedural rule for enter:'ng words 
list from the children's directions was as follo>TS: woros found 
chilaren • s readi.n1: sections of the -.mrkboo 1<s that are me<mt to be 




giving a negative pencil or crayon response were included. Thus, state-
ments such as: "Look at Mother," would not be counted since no pencil 
3. Method of Tabulation. 
c.) The directions in each workbook were examined word by vrord. 
b) The ;vords to be incorporated into the vocabulAry ··:ere 
selected according to the procedures outlined abcve. 
c) An alphabetical list of the selected words was gradually 
evolved by list:i.ng each word as it appeared and mar'cing 
each additional a1:pearc.nce beside it. 
d) In counting the words, the two categories, "teacher's 
directions" and "children t s directions, u were used. 
Thus, for example, the word "to" mi;•ht be shovm tc 
appear So times in the teacher's ciirections and 20 
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e) The results of final tallying of each workbook were trans-
ferred to an alphabetically arranged master list. This 
list (Table I) is presented in the next cnap-ce:r and is 
organized to provide the following infonnation: 
1) A list of the rwrcts found in the teacher's directions 
of all the forty-one workbooks selected for the study. 
2) The number of tiJnes each word appears in the teacher's 
directions of each worl~book. 
3) A list of words found in the chilc;ren' s directicns 
of all the forty-one workbooks. 
4) The number of tunes each word appears in ~he chilo.ren' s 
d:crc:cticns of each workbook, 
The key to the column headings is as :tcllows. The nmnbers 
beneath the letters indicate PrepriJner Level. by "1", PriJner 
Level by 11 211 , First Reader Level by II 3". The key to the 
letters is as follows: 
AB - Allyn and Bacon L- Laidlaw 
A - American Book Ly - Lycns & Carnahan 
B - Hobbs-Merrill R - Row, Peterson 
G- Ginn S - Scott Foresman 
H - D. C. Heath W - John c. Yf_,_nston 
HM- Houghton Mifflin Wo - World Book 
f) Table II provides the total of vocabulc,ry words included 
at each level of each v10rkbook series: teacher's directions. 
g) Table III provides the total of vocabulary worcis included 




S. Cr~teria for Word Selection. In order to make this study com-
patible with related research, the rules for entering a word onto the 
'
I y y 








recent rev~sicn of the Gates Primary Word List. 
l. Except for special reasons, separate entries are 
not made of plurals in s or es; plurals where y is 
replaced by ies; adverbs formed by adding ly; -
comparatives-and superlatives formed by adCfing er 
and est, or r and st, or by changing y to ies (Sic) 
of iest; verb formss, d, ed, and ing-{inciUciing 
change of y to ied; pas't participles formed by add-





I Proper names are excluded from the list. Those having another meaning, 
I 
















The lists are presented in tl1e next chapter. 
!1
1 
¥oA.L. Gates, '?."""Reading Vocabulary for Primary Gracies, New York: Teachers 
i ollege, Columbia On~vers~ty, 1935, p. 4. 
,, 
il 2/Lurie et al, "A Primary Word List, 11 Unpublj_shed Master's Thesis, Boston 
~· Universifj', ""''96l, p. 95. 
~ I 
!I 
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IIUMBER OF DIFFERENT WORDS IN TEACHER'S DIRECTIONS 
I.T EACH LEfEL OF THE TWELVE SERIES 




















































NmmER OF DIFFERENT WORDS IN CHILDRE!f'S DIRECTIONS 
AT EACH LEYEL OJ' THE TWELVE SERIBB 
Level 
1 Z; 3 
Allyn &: Bacon 19 48 11 
.Perican 14 52 52 
Bobbs Jlerrill 5 35 34 
Ginn 9 50 70 
Heath 30 84 16 
Houghton Mifflin 20 17 66 
Laidln 14 46 45 
~ons &: Carnahan 26 110 166 
Row Peterson 
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CHAPI'ER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
:: 
" CHAPl'ER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The preceding vocabulary list is a result of a frequency count of (1) 
children's directions and (2) teacher's directions in workbooks at the first 
, grade level. The forty-one workbooks selected accompany the preprimer, 
. primer, and first reader of twelve basal reading series. 
The examination of these workbooks yielded the following information: 
1. The master vocabulary list tctalled 1134 words. 
For the teacher's directions 
2. At the preprimer level the number of different words 
ranged from 71 (Houghton Mifflin) to 297 (Laidlaw). 
3. At the primer level the number of different words 
ranged from 103 (Bobbs Merrill) to 319 (Houghton 
Mifflin). 
4. At the first reader level the number of different words 
ranged from 116 (Heath) to 346 (LYons & Carnahan). 
For the children's directions 
5. At the preprimer level the number of different words 
ranged from none (Row Peterson, Winston, World) to 
30 (Heath). 
6. At the primer level the number of different words 
ranged from none (Row Peterson) to 110 (Lyons & 
Carnahan). 
7. At the first reader level the number of different words 
ranged from 11 (Allyn & Bacon) to 166 (Lyons & Carnahan). 
In comparison 
8. The vocabulary load in the teacher•s directions is greater 
than the vocabulary load in the children's directions in 
all cases. 























Current vocabulary lists do not discriminate among the multiple mean- :I 
, ings of individual words. A study which would break down these words accord-/! 
11 
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